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The Delta 21 Steering Wheel 8+ contains 3 different  
3D games that are challenging for kids from 8 years and 
older. In the main menu, you can choose one of the three 
games. By turning the steering wheel, you can navigate 
between the different games. The cabinet suits in any 
room and with any interior. The steering wheel and 
neutral white look makes this a real eye-catcher for  
your business!

Steering Wheel

See all information about the games on the next pages!
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Clear the blocks! By turning the wheel, you can aim for 
blocks of the same colour. Press the right button to 
shoot the blocks, use the left button to change blocks.  
If you shoot with a bomb, more blocks will explode. You 
can choose the character you want to play with. Can you 
clear all the blocks in the least amount of moves?

Blocky Shooter
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The chicken drops the eggs, navigate with the steering 
wheel to chase the eggs! Make sure you catch them all! 
With every egg that falls on the ground, you lose a life. 
When all 3 lives are lost, the game is over. The chicken 
also lays eggs which hatch. When the chick is full-grown, 
it will also drop eggs to catch! The chicken will also drop 
other objects. If you catch a hat, the hat on your head 
will change. If you catch a bomb, you lose a life! A clock 
will slow down time and a heart will add a life to your life. 
Choose your favorite character at the beginning of the 
game, and catch as many eggs as possible!

Chicken Pursuit
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Press the buttons and turn the wheel to race through the 
city! Avoid the police in this high speed endless racing 
game. The only way to achieve this is to jump from car 
to car and avoid obstacles. Score as many points as 
possible by getting as far as possible in the game!  
There are different levels so that every age can play.

Nitro Dash


